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Introduction
• Panelist Introduction
• Panel Overview
• Rules
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Popular Light Novels – Japan 2018
Overlord

Source: Top-Selling Light Novels by
Series in Japan: 2018 (First Half)

Re: Zero

The Ryuo’s Work is Never Done!

The Irregular at Magic High School

Sword Art Online
Konosuba - God's Blessing on This
Wonderful World!
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REAL

In the MMORPG Cross Reverie, Takuma Sakamoto is so powerful that he is lauded as
the “Demon Lord” by other players. One day, he is summoned to a world outside his
own-- but with the same appearance he had in the game! There, he meets two girls
who both proclaim themselves to be his Summoner. They perform an Enslavement
Ritual to turn him into their Summon... but that's when Takuma’s passive ability
<<Magic Reflection>> activates! Instead, it is the girls who become enslaved!
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REAL

After living a painful life as an office worker, Azusa ended her short life by dying from
overworking. So when she found herself reincarnated as an undying, unaging witch in
a new world, she vows to spend her days stress free and as pleasantly as possible.
She ekes out a living by hunting down the easiest targets - the slimes! But after
centuries of doing this simple job, she's ended up with insane powers...how will she
maintain her low key life now?!
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REAL

So my weirdo classmate, Chiba got us both killed trying to save me from a runaway
truck. Idiot. We end up in another world, and while he has cheat abilities, I get to be a
sex worker instead. But since I have to do it, I'm gonna kick ass at it.
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REAL

When gifted student Kurihara Misato dies right after her high school graduation, she
meets God and has a peculiar request: to make her abilities average in the next life.
But few things--especially wishes--ever go quite as planned. As she navigates her new
life as a ten-year-old girl in a magic-filled world, she realizes God has a unique
definition of average!
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REAL

My name is Keima Masuda, and my hobby is sleeping. But one day, I was summoned
to another world where I had to save a girl from bandits in a dungeon... wait, she's
the Dungeon Core?! And I'll die too if she gets destroyed?! I just wanna sleep!
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REAL

I used to be a normal high school girl but in the blink of an eye, I woke up in a place
I've never seen before and-and I was reborn as a spider?! How could something that's
nothing more than a tiny spider (that's me) possibly survive in literally the worst
dungeon ever? Are there no rules? There should be some rules! Who the hell is
responsible for this? SHOW YOUR FACE!
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REAL

Dale is a cool, composed, and highly skilled adventurer who's made quite a name for
himself despite his youth. One day on a job deep in the forest, he comes across a
little devil girl who’s almost wasted away. Unable to just leave her there to die, Dale
takes her home and becomes her adoptive father.
Devil or not, Latina is beyond adorable, and the adventurer soon finds himself head
over heels with being a parent. But why was she out in the forest to begin with, and
why does she carry the mark of a criminal?
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REAL

World domination: our long-cherished aspiration! Naturally, the most appropriate
person to aspire to such a surreal ideal is the Supreme Ruler of Evil!
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REAL

One day, first year high school student Yuichi Sakaki suddenly awakens the power of
“Soul Reader” within him, and he can see words above peoples heads that describe
their true nature! With just a glance at the people around him, he sees crazy things
like “Zombie”, “Witch”, and “Vampire”... That would be bad enough, but then there is
“Serial Killer” Natsuki Takeuchi walking straight toward him... Nobody would ever
believe him! Well, except for his older sister Mutsuko: This kind of stuff is right up her
alley.
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REAL

After dying in a traffic accident, I find myself standing near an unfamiliar lake. My
body won't move, I can't hear my voice, and when I try to shout in confusion, words
that I never expected come out!
I-it seems I've turned into a vending machine...! I can only do what actual vending
machines can. It's impossible to move by myself, and there's no way for me to have
any meaningful conversation-how am I going to survive some fantasy world's
dungeon like this?!
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REAL

44

REAL

46

REAL

“How am I supposed to fight with this?!” After being summoned into another
dimension as one of the five heroes destined to defeat a demon lord, Toya Hojo
awakens his hero power only to discover that... it's an unlimited bath? He was
blessed with the power to create a bath that can be accessed anywhere, which seems
to spell doom for his quest to defeat the demon lord. As he recovers from his shock,
Toya slowly discovers the unique features of his power, which allow him to use it in
ways he'd never dreamed of... But will he ever get any bath time with Haruno
Shinonome, the beautiful girl who was also summoned along with him?!
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REAL

“You'll die if you stop ingesting bodily fluids from the opposite sex.”
Nichika's fate has been foretold by a man claiming to be a witch, and it spells doom.
What a thing to be told right after tumbling into another dimension!
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REAL

Rekka Namidare was a normal boy until his sixteenth birthday. Then a girl suddenly
appears from his future, warning him that he'll somehow start an interstellar war! It
turns out Rekka hails from a special bloodline that's destined to get caught up in all
kinds of trouble. Whenever a story's heroine is in dire need, Rekka will be given one
last chance to save her. And in the future, Rekka will have saved so many girls that
their jealous love for him will cause the apocalypse!
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REAL

Love Is a Beastly Business! Rumor has it that Princess Rosemarie is an antisocial shutin, but the truth is far stranger. The young princess hides from the world because of a
strange condition: whenever someone expresses a negative emotion, she sees their
head transform into that of a fearsome beast. It seems there's no one in the
dishonest world of courtly manners she can trust... until she meets Prince Claudio of
Baltzar, whose features remain ever human. The two marry at once, but she learns
too late that his human features aren't thanks to a kindly nature. Claudio has become
a very real beast, all because of Rosemarie's accidental theft of his mana many years
prior! Claudio's life and future are on the line until he gets his mana back — and
Rosemarie would give anything to know how to do it. Will they break their mutual
curse in time for Rosemarie to get home for tea, or will Claudio lose his temper first?
Find out in this new romantic fantasy.
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REAL

""O, Hero!""
With that cliched line, Kazuya Souma found himself summoned to another world and
his adventure--did not begin.
After he presents his plan to strengthen the country economically and militarily, the
king cedes the throne to him and Souma finds himself saddled with ruling the nation!
What's more, he's betrothed to the king's daughter now...?! In order to get the
country back on its feet, Souma calls the wise, the talented, and the gifted to his side.
Five people gather before the newly crowned Souma. Just what are the many talents
and abilities they possess...?! What path will his outlook as a realist take Souma and
the people of his country down? A revolutionary transferred-to-another-world
administrative fantasy series starts here!
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REAL

Yuuto Suoh gets more than he bargained for when he tests out an urban legend, and
is whisked off into another world -- one heavily steeped in the lore of Norse myths.
Now he has to earn the adoration of the Einherjar, a group of warrior maidens!
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REAL

68

REAL

Kouki has found himself reborn, with many of his past-life memories, in an alternate
version of Japan. Every time he uses his knowledge from his past life, he goes from
one misunderstanding to another in this insane sci-fi comedy!!
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REAL

The war hero known as Silver Wolf - Lud Langart - pilots a humanoid assault weapon
while he dreams of life as a baker. With the war over, Lud now peacefully runs his
bakery, but thanks to his frightening scowl, he can't sell a single loaf of bread. After
posting an ad for a waitress in a last ditch effort to save his business, who should
reply but a beautiful silver-haired, red-eyed young girl. What Lud doesn't know is that
this new waitress was born from Avei, his AI partner installed in the humanoid assault
weapon he piloted during the war.
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REAL

The fabulously wealthy heir to the Tsuwabuki Concern, Ichiro Tsuwabuki, has arrived
inside the next generation virtual reality MMO, Narrow Fantasy Online. His cousin
Asuha has asked for his help in finding someone inside the game, and he's come to
help her out.
Of course, while he's happy enough to help his cousin out, Ichiro also cannot be
satisfied with anything but total mastery of whatever he tries. He quickly proceeds to
dominate the game world using his natural genius... and his wallet!
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REAL
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REAL

86

REAL

The year is 2202, and Japan has become the land of moe. It’s hard to even imagine a
Japan where everyone could read kanji and the Prime Minister is a 3D human being...
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REAL

Itsuki Hashima is a novelist who's hopelessly enamored with the idea of little sisters
and is constantly surrounded by colorful characters. A world class genius and loveguru who's beauty almost seems a waste on her. A girl who's constantly troubled by
her friendships, love interests, and can't even find refuge in her dreams. A ridiculously
talented illustrator. Each of them have as many problems and worries as the next and
they never have a dull day together as they play games, travel, and work together.
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REAL

During an age of magic, Mia Baumann is born in a prosperous country where the
greatest fear is illness. Ever since her sick mother was wrenched away from her and
locked behind the walls of the Sanatorium, Mia fought to get accepted by the
prestigious Royal Academy as a Pharmacology student in order to find a cure for her
disease.
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REAL

Living alone and never having had a girlfriend, 37-year-old Satoru Mikami is
dissatisfied with how his life has turned out. But after dying at the hands of a robber,
he awakens to a fresh start in a new world...as a slime monster.
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REAL

Follow Mashiro's escapades as she tries to avoid bad endings and pursues the life of a
pianist when she's reincarnated into a music otome game world!
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REAL

Paralegal Aki Konishi returns to her apartment after work to find a tall, dark, and
handsome man claiming her little sister as his bride...before leaping out the window
with her in his arms! Aki pursues the kidnapper through a rift he opened in the fabric
of reality in a desperate attempt to save her sister.
Along the way, Aki encounters a dashing hero, a manly mage, and a handsome priest
who unwittingly drags her into their battle against the Dark Lord, but what can a
normal office worker do to help a hero and his team? Become the hero’s secretary, of
course! Will Aki ever be able to save her sister from the Dark Lord? Find out in this
exciting new fantasy light novel with a secretary twist!
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REAL

112

REAL

Kousaka Aoi is a young, avid gamer well-versed in all types of gaming. Down on his
luck, he comes upon a suspicious job offer looking for those "proficient in games."
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REAL

Seventeen year old Hajime Nagumo is your average, everyday otaku. However, his
simple life of pulling all-nighters and sleeping in school is suddenly turned upside
down when he, along with the rest of his class, is summoned to a fantasy world!
They're treated like heroes and tasked with the duty of saving the human race from
utter extinction. But what should have been any otaku's wet dream quickly turns into
Hajime's nightmare. While the rest of his class are blessed with godlike powers,
Hajime's job, Synergist, only has a single transmutation skill. Ridiculed and bullied by
his classmates for being weak, he soon finds himself in despair. Will he be able to
survive in this dangerous world of monsters and demons with only a glorified
blacksmith's level of strength?
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REAL

Zagan is feared by the masses as an evil sorcerer. Both socially awkward and
foulmouthed, he spends his days studying sorcery while beating down any
trespassers within his domain. One day he's invited to a dark auction, and what he
finds there is an elven slave girl of peerless beauty, Nephy. Having fallen in love at first
sight, Zagan uses up his entire fortune to purchase her, but being a poor
conversationalist, he has no idea how to properly interact with her. Thus, the
awkward cohabitation of a sorcerer who has no idea how to convey his love and his
slave who yearns for her master but has no idea how to appeal to him begins.
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REAL

Suimei and two of his best friends find themselves mysteriously summoned to
another world. There’s a cute princess, magic galore, a Demon Lord that needs to be
defeated, and a world that needs to be saved—the works! Too bad Suimei isn’t
interested. His friends are all too ready to play the parts of heroes, but Suimei just
wants to get home. He has an advantage as a magician... but he’s in for a rude
awakening when he finds out what actually passes for magic in these parts.
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REAL

Once upon a time, our world was blessed by the Valkyrie, a goddess of war whose
fleeting beauty shone brilliantly on the battlefield. Her campaign against the
wretched Demon King proved victorious, with the evil being sealed away by the
beautiful warrior.
Many years later, the young King Alnoa has just returned home after staving off
another invasion of his homeland. Before he can even change out of his battle attire,
his sister Cecilia comes to him with startling news: Sharon and Lesfina, both
princesses and Divas blessed with the power of the Valkyrie, seek his hand in
marriage. Alnoa isn’t fond of the idea, but his feelings mean little in the face of
politics. He arranges to meet them one month apart and will choose one to be his
bride, ushering in a new era for his kingdom.
Now it’s time for our young king to meet the first candidate. He awaits her at the
castle gates... But wait! Both candidates showed up at the same time!?
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REAL

When Itsuko woke up in the health room after fainting from her UV ray allergy, the
person looking after her was none other than her popular classmate, Miyano the sun
harbinger. “If you’re feeling better…will you go with me to the summer festival the
day after tomorrow?” Slightly nostalgic and mysterious, this is a pure love story for
young adults.
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